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Abstract. The specification of business processes is becoming a more and more 
critical aspect for organizations. Such processes are specified as workflow 
models expressing the logical precedence among the different business activi-
ties (i.e. the units of work). Up to now, workflow models have been commonly 
managed through specific subsystems, called workflow management systems. 
In this paper we advocate for the integration of the workflow specification in 
the system domain model. This workflow-extended domain model is automati-
cally derived from the initial workflow specification. Then, model-driven  
development methods may depart from the extended domain model to auto-
matically generate an implementation of the system enforcing the business 
processes in any final technology platform, thus avoiding the need of basing the 
implementation on a dedicated workflow engine.  

1   Introduction 

Software development processes for complex business applications usually require 
the definition of a workflow model to express logical precedence and process con-
straints among the different business activities (i.e. the units of work).  

Currently, workflow models are usually implemented with the help of dedicated 
workflow management systems (e.g., [15], [21]) which are heavy-weight applications 
focused on the control aspects of the workflow enactment. Alternatively, some ap-
proaches focus on the implementation of the workflow model in a specific technology 
platform, as  relational databases (generally in the form of triggers [2]), web applications 
(by means of hypertextual links and buttons properly placed in Web pages, thus restrict-
ing the user navigation [5]) or web services (through transformation into BPEL4WS 
[18]). These adhoc approaches are hardly generalizable to other technologies. 

In this paper we adopt a formalized model-driven development process for work-
flow-based applications and advocate for the automatic integration of the workflow 
model within the (platform-independent) domain model. Given a domain model d and 
a workflow model w, it is possible to automatically derive a full fledged domain 
model d’ enriched with the types needed to record the required workflow information 
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in w (mainly its activities and the enactment of these activities in the different work-
flow executions) and with a set of process constraints over such types to control the 
correct workflow execution. We refer to this resulting model as the workflow-
extended domain model. We will represent it using UML class diagrams annotated 
with OCL constraints to represent the process constraints. The whole process is 
sketched in Fig. 1.1. Note that, if necessary, several workflow models can be inte-
grated within the same domain model. This approach has been implemented in a pro-
totype tool. 

The main characteristic of a workflow-extended domain model is that it automati-
cally ensures a consistent behavior of all enterprise applications with respect to the 
business process specification. As long as the applications properly update the work-
flow information in the extended model, the generated process constraints enforce 
that the different tasks are done according to the initial workflow model.  

Another advantage of a workflow-extended domain model is that it is platform-
independent. Indeed, our workflow-extended model can benefit from any method or 
tool designed for managing a generic domain model, no matter the target technology 
platform or the purpose of the tool, spawning from direct application execution, to 
verification/validation analysis, to metrics measurement and to automatic code-
generation in any final technology platform. Those methods do not need to be ex-
tended to cope with our workflow-extended models, since our workflow-extended 
domain model is a completely standard UML model.  

Moreover, our workflow-extended models enable the definition of more expressive 
business constraints, including timing conditions [8] or involving both workflow and 
domain information. These constraints are generally not allowed by workflow defini-
tion languages.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 the basic workflow con-
cepts and our case study are illustrated. In Sections 3 and 4 we provide the definition 
of the workflow-extended domain model and of the OCL process constraints, respec-
tively. Section 5 sketches possible implementation strategies for this extended model. 
Section 6 compares our approach with related work and in Section 7 we draw our 
conclusions, provide some details about our tool support and discuss future work.  

 

Fig. 1.1. MDD process for workflow-based applications  
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2   Basic Workflow Concepts 

Several visual notations and languages have been proposed to specify workflow mod-
els, with different expressive power, syntax, and semantics. Without loss of general-
ity, in our work we have adopted the Workflow Management Coalition terminology 
and the BPMN [20] OMG standard notation1. 

The workflow model is hence based on the concepts of Process (the descrip-
tion of the business process), Case (a process instance, that is, a particular work-
flow execution), Activity (the elementary unit of work composing a process), 
Activity instance (an instantiation of an activity within a case), Actor (a user role 
intervening in the process), Event (some punctual situation that happens in a 
case), and Constraint (logical precedence among activities and rules enabling 
activities execution). Processes can be internally structured using a variety of 
constructs: sequences of activities; gateways implementing AND, OR, XOR 
splits, respectively realizing splits into independent, alternative and exclusive 
threads; gateways implementing joins, i.e., convergence point of two or more 
activity flows; conditional flows between two activities; loops among activities or 
repetitions of single activities. Each construct may involve several constraints 
over the activities. 

Our approach covers a large subset of the full expressive power of BPMN; we do 
not cope with the concepts of nested subprocesses (which can be easily tackled by 
flattening the process representation), transactions (which can exploit implementation 
features), and a few combinations of primitive constructs, such as the direct concate-
nation of several gateways (which can be handled by introducing fake activities be-
tween them).  

In the sequel, we will exemplify the proposed approach on a case study consisting 
of a workflow implementing a simplified purchase process, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.  

According to the BPMN semantics, the depicted diagram specifies a process in-
volving two actors (represented by the two swimlanes): a customer and a seller. The 
customer starts the workflow by asking for a quotation about a set of products (Ask 
Quotation activity). The seller provides the quotation (Provide Quotation activity) 
and the customer may decide (exclusive choice) to modify the request (and hence the 
quotation request and response are repeated) or to accept it (then the order is submit-
ted and the seller takes care of it). For simplicity, it is not modeled what happens if 
they do never reach an agreement. The order management requires two parallel activi-
ties to be performed: the choice of the shipment options and the internal management 
of each order line. The latter is represented by the multi-instance activity called Proc-
ess OrderLine: a different instance is started for each order line included in the order. 
Once all order lines have been processed and the shipment has been decided (i.e., 
after the AND merge synchronization), the order is shipped and the customer pays the 
corresponding amount. 
                                                           
1 The results of our approach when using Activity Diagrams would have been quite similar. See 

[23] for a correspondence between BPMN and Activity Diagrams. 
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Fig. 2.1. Example of a workflow schema 

3   Extending Domain Models with Workflow Information 

Given an initial domain model, the workflow-extended domain model of the work-
flow-based application is obtained by extending the domain model with some addi-
tional elements derived from the workflow specification. This extension can be  
regarded as a kind of model weaving between the workflow and domain models [13].  
We will focus on the case of a single workflow; however, our extensions to the do-
main model suffice when considering different workflows on the same domain. 

Clearly, the workflow-extended domain model is more complex than the original 
domain model. However, we believe that this increased complexity is compensated by 
the fact that it may be automatically generated (with our method) and processed (with, 
for instance, code-generation tools) and thus, the designer does not need to manipu-
late it. Moreover, the size of the extension is constant regardless the size of the do-
main model and linear with respect to the number of activities in the workflow.  

The workflow-extended model contains the minimum set of concepts required to 
manage the workflow and to easily specify the needed process constraints. However, 
richer schemas with further relationship types and/or attributes could be defined, 
according to the requirements of the specific workflow application (for example, we 
could have used a more complex pattern for the specification of the role-user relation-
ship [6]). Similarly, simpler extensions could be used instead but then, as a trade-off, 
the process constraints would become much more complex. 

To illustrate the process we will use the workflow model of Fig. 2.1 and we will 
assume that the initial domain model is the one shown in the bottom part of Fig. 3.1, 
consisting in the types Product, Quotation, QuotationLine, and Order (note that when 
accepted by the customer, a Quotation generates an Order and then, its quotation lines 
are referred to as order lines). 
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The workflow-extended domain model must include at least: (i) the original do-
main model, (ii) user-related information, (iii) workflow-related information, (iv) a set 
of possible relationships between the domain schema, the workflow information and 
the user information, and (v) a set of process constraints guaranteeing a consistent 
state of the whole model with respect to the workflow definition (see the next sec-
tion). Due to lack of space, the extensions required for Event management are only 
provided in [3]. 

More formally, we define a workflow-extended domain model as follows. Given 
an initial domain model with entity types (i.e. classes) E={e1,…,en}, representing the 
knowledge about the domain, and a workflow model w with activities A={a1,…,am}, 
the workflow-extended domain model  is obtained in the following way: 

i) Domain subschema: All entity types in E and their relationships (i.e. associations) 
remain unchanged in the workflow-extended model (bottom part of Fig. 3.1).   

ii) User subschema: User-related information is added to the extended model by 
means of two entity types (see the top-left part of Fig. 3.1): entity type User repre-
sents individual workflow actors; entity type Role represents groups of users, hav-
ing access to the same set of tasks. A user may belong to different roles. 

iii) Workflow subschema: Workflow-related information (top-right part of Fig. 3.1) 
includes several fixed types (i.e. independent of the particular workflow model): 
- Entity type Process represents the supported workflows. As an example, an in-

stance of the Process type would be our Purchase workflow. Other instances 
would represent additional workflows over the same domain subschema. 

- Entity type Case denotes an instance of a process, which has a name, a start 
time, an end time and a status, which can be: ready, active, cancelled, aborted, 
or completed [20]. Every execution of a process results in a new instance of 
this type. This new instance is related with the appropriate process instance. 

- Entity type ActivityType represents the different activities that compose a proc-
ess. Activity types are assigned to roles, which are responsible of executing 
them. In our case study, AskQuotation, ProvideQuotation, etc. would be in-
stances of ActivityType. 

- Entity type Activity denotes the occurrence of a particular activity within a 
Case, described by the start time, the end time, and the current status, which 
can be: ready, active, cancelled, aborted, or completed. Only one user can exe-
cute a particular activity instance, and this is recorded by the relationship type 
Performs. The Precedes relationship keeps track of the execution order be-
tween activities.  

and a set of workflow-dependent subtypes: 
- For each activity a ∈ A, a new subtype sa is added to the entity type Activity 

(ActivityType is a powertype for this set of generalization relationships). The 
name of the subtype is the name of a (e.g., in Fig. 3.1 we introduced Proces-
sOrderLine, AskQuotation, ShipOrder, and so on). These subtypes record the 
information about the specific activities executed during a workflow case. For 
instance, the action of asking a quotation for the purchase X in a case C of a 
workflow W would be recorded in the system as an instance of the AskQuota-
tion subtype related with the corresponding instance “C” in the Case type (in 
its turn related with the “W” instance in the Process type) 
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iv) Relationships between workflow subschema and domain subschema: each subtype 
sa is related with a (possibly empty) set of entity types Ea ⊆ E.  These new rela-
tionship types are useful to record the objects modified/managed during the execu-
tion of a certain activity. Also, they are required to evaluate conditions appearing 
in some process constraints. In the case study (see Fig. 3.1), a set of relationship 
types are established: Quotations are associated to the activities Ask Quotation and 
Provide Quotation; QuotationLines are associated to the ProcessOrderLine activ-
ity; and Orders are associated to the activities Submit Order, Choose Shipment, 
Process OrderLine, Ship Order, and Pay Order.  When necessary, these associa-
tions between the domain and the workflow subschemata may be automatically 
generated if the workflow specification includes auxiliary primitives for describ-
ing the data flow between activities and/or when the designer defines some pat-
tern-matching among the names of the activities and of the entity types. Other-
wise, they must be manually specified.  

 

W
orkflow

 subschem
a

U
ser subschem

a

D
om

ain  
subschem

a 

 

Fig. 3.1. Workflow-extended domain model  

4   Translation of Process Constraints  

The structure of a workflow model implies a set of constraints regarding the execution 
order of the different activities, the number of possible instances of each activity in a 
given case, the conditions that must be satisfied in order to start a new activity, and so 
forth. These constraints are usually referred to as process constraints. The behavior of 
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all enterprise applications must always satisfy these constraints. Thus, the generation 
of the workflow-extended model must consider all process constraints.  

Process constraints are translated as constraints over the population of the sa1,…,sam 

subtypes of Activity (see previous section). The generated constraints guarantee that 
any update event over the population of one of these subtypes (for instance, the crea-
tion of a new activity instance or the modification of its status) will be consistent with 
the process constraints defined in the workflow model.  

We specify process constraints by means of invariants written in the OCL lan-
guage. Invariants in OCL are defined in the context of a specific type, the context 
type. The actual OCL expression stating the constraint condition is called the body of 
the constraint. The body is always a boolean expression and must be satisfied by all 
instances of the context type, that is, the evaluation of the body expression over every 
instance of the context type must return a true value. Constraints are defined to re-
strict only the execution of the workflow they are created for. Therefore, no interfer-
ences among different workflows occur, even if they are defined over an overlapping 
subset of the domain model. 

The complexity of the constraints is of relative importance since all of them are 
automatically generated from the workflow model, and thus, they do not need to be 
manipulated (nor even necessarily understood) by the designer but for other tools. 
However, to simplify its presentation in the extended model, we could easily define 
an stereotype for each constraint type, as done in [9]. 

Next subsections define a set of patterns for the generation of the process con-
straints corresponding to the different constructs appearing in workflow models (se-
quences, split gateways, merge gateways, conditions, loops, and so on).  The patterns 
can be combined to produce the full translation of the workflow model. As an exam-
ple, we provide in Section 4.6 the translation of the workflow model of Fig. 2.1. Pat-
terns for the generation of process constraints for Events are only shown in [3]. 

Note that some constructs admit several graphical representations equivalent to the 
ones used in this paper (see [20] for details). Moreover, the workflow language de-
fines some complex constructs that can be derived from the basic ones, such as com-
plex gateways and event-based gateways, not addressed here due to lack of space. 

4.1   Sequences of Activities 

A sequence flow between two activities (Fig. 4.1) indicates that the first activity (A) 
must be completed before starting the second one (B). Moreover, if A is completed 
within a given case, B must be eventually started before ending the case (we do not 
require B to be completed since, for instance, it could be interrupted by the trigger of 
an intermediate exception event). This behavior can be enforced by means of the 
definition of three OCL constraints. 

BA

 

Fig. 4.1. Sequence flow 
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The first constraint (seq1 constraint) is defined over the entity type corresponding 
to the destination activity (B in the example) stating that for all activity instances of 
type B the preceding activity instance must be of type A and that it must have been 
already completed. Its specification in OCL is the following: 

context B inv seq1: previous->size()=1 and previous->exists(a| a.oclIsTypeOf(A) 
and a.status=‘completed’) 

This OCL definition enforces that B instances (since B is the context type of the 
constraint) have a previous activity (because of the size operator over the value of the 
navigation through the role previous) and that such activity is of type A  (enforced by 
the exists operator). B and A are Activity subtypes as defined in Section 3.  

The other two required constraints are: 

- A constraint seq2 over the second activity to prevent the creation of two different B 
instances related with the same A activity instance 

context B inv seq2: B.allInstances()-> isUnique(previous)  

- A constraint seq3 over the Case entity type verifying that when the case is com-
pleted there exists a B activity instance for each completed A activity instance. This 
B instance must be the only instance immediately following the A activity instance. 

context Case inv seq3: status=‘completed’ implies self.activity-> select(a| 
a.oclIsTypeOf(A) and a.status=‘completed’)->forAll(a|a.next->exists( b| 
b.oclIsTypeOf(B)) and a.next->size()=1) 

4.2   Split Gateways  

A split gateway is a location within a workflow where the sequence flow can take two 
or more alternative paths. The different split gateways differ on the number of possi-
ble paths that can be taken during the execution of the workflow. For XOR-split gate-
ways only a single path can be selected. In OR-splits several of the outgoing flows 
may be chosen. For AND-splits all outgoing flows must be followed. 

For each kind of BPMN split gateway, Table 4.1 shows the process constraints re-
quired to enforce the corresponding behavior.  

Besides the process constraints appearing in the table, we must also add to all the 
activities B1…Bn the previous constraints seq1 and seq2 to verify that the preceding 
activity A has been completed and that no two activity instances of the same activity 
Bi are related with the same preceding activity  A. We also require that the activity 
instance/s following A is of type B1 or … or Bn. 

Table 4.1. Constraints for split gateways 

Split gateway Process constraints 

Bn

A

B1

XOR Split
 

- Only one of the B1..Bn activities may be started  

context A inv: next->select(a| a.oclIsTypeOf(B1) or … or 
a.oclIsTypeOf(Bn))->size()<=1  

- If A is completed, at least one of the B1..Bn activities must be 
created before ending the case 

context Case inv: status=‘completed’ implies activities-> se-
lect(a|a.oclIsTypeOf(A) and a.status=‘completed’)-> forAll 
(a|a.next->exists(b|b.oclIsTypeOf(B1) or..or b.oclIsTypeOf(Bn))) 
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Table 4.1. (continued) 

B1

Bn

A

OR Split  

- Since several B1..Bn activities may be started, we just need to 
verify that if A is completed, at least one of the B1..Bn activities 
is created before ending the case (like in the XOR split above) 

A

Bn

B1

AND Split
 

-If A is completed all B1..Bn activities must be eventually started  
context Case inv:status=‘completed’ implies activity->select(a| 
a.oclIsTypeOf(A) and a.status=‘completed’)->forAll(a| a.next-
>exists(b| b.oclIsTypeOf(B1)) and … and a.next->exists( 
b|b.oclIsTypeOf(Bn))) 

4.3   Merge Gateways  

Merge gateways are useful to join or synchronize alternative sequence flows. Depend-
ing on the kind of merge gateway, the outgoing activity may start every time a single 
incoming flow is completed (XOR-Merge) or must wait until all incoming flows have 
finished in order to synchronize them (AND-Merge gateways). The semantics of the 
OR-Merge gateways is not so clear. If there is a matching OR-split, the OR-Merge 
should wait for the completion of all flows activated by the split. If no matching split 
exists several interpretations are possible, being the simplest one to wait just till the 
first incoming flow. This is the interpretation adopted in this paper. For a complete 
treatment of this construct see [24].  

Table 4.2 presents the different translation patterns required for each kind of merge 
gateway. Besides the constraints included in the table, a constraint over A should be 
added to all gateways to verify that two A instances are not created for the same in-
coming set of activities (i.e. the intersection between the previous instance/s of all A 
instances must be empty). 

Table 4.2. Constraints for merge gateways 

Merge gateway Process constraints 

B1

A

Bn
XOR Merge

 

- All A activity instances have as a previous activity instance a 
completed activity instance of type B1 or … or Bn 

context A  inv: previous->size()=1 and previous->exists(b| 
(b.oclIsTypeOf(B1) or … or b.oclIsTypeOf(Bn)) and 
b.status=‘completed’) 

- Each B1..Bn  activity instance is followed by an A activity 

context Case inv: status=‘completed’ implies activity->select(b| 
b.oclIsTypeOf(B1) or … or b.oclIsTypeOf(Bn))-> forAll(b|b.next-
>exists(a| a.oclIsTypeOf(A))) 

A

Bn

B1

OR Merge
 

- An A activity instance must wait for at least an incoming flow 

context A  inv: previous->select(b| (b.oclIsTypeOf(B1) or … or  
b.oclIsTypeOf(Bn)) and b.status=‘completed’)->size()>=1 
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Table 4.2. (continued) 

B1

Bn

A

AND Merge  

- An activity instance of type A must wait for a set of activities 
B1..Bn to be completed 
context A inv: previous->exists(b| b.oclIsTypeOf(B1) and 
b.status=‘completed’) and … and  
previous->exists(b| b.oclIsTypeOf(Bn) and b.status=‘completed’) 

- Each set of completed B1..Bn activity instances must be related 
with an A activity instance.  
context Case inv: status=‘completed’ implies not ( 
activity->exists(b|b.oclIsTypeOf(B1) and   b.status=‘completed’ 
and not b.next->exists(a| a.oclIsTypeOf(A)) and … and activity-
>exists(b| b.oclIsTypeOf(Bn) and b.status=‘completed’ and not 
b.next->exists(a| a.oclIsTypeOf(A))) 

4.4   Condition Constraints 

The sequence flow and the OR-split and XOR-split gateways may contain condition 
expressions to control the flow execution at run-time. As an example, Fig. 4.2 shows 
a conditional sequence flow. In the example, the activity B cannot start until A is com-
pleted and the condition cond is satisfied. The condition expression may require ac-
cessing the entity types of the domain subschema related to B in the workflow-
extended model. Through the Precedes relationship type, we can also define condi-
tions involving the previous A activity instance and/or its related domain information.  

To handle these condition expressions we must add, for each condition defined in a 
sequence flow or in an outgoing link of OR and XOR gateways, a new constraint over 
the destination activity. The constraint ensures that the preceding activity satisfies the 
specified condition, according to the following pattern: 

context B inv: previous->forAll(a| a.cond) 
Note that these additional constraints only need to hold when the destination activity 
is created, and thus, they must be defined as creation-time constraints [19]. 
  

A Bcond

 

Fig. 4.2. A conditional sequence flow 

4.5   Loops 

A workflow may contain loops among a group of different activities or within a single 
activity. In this latter case we distinguish between standard loops (where the activity 
is executed as long as the loop condition holds) and multi-instance loops (where the 
activity is executed a predefined number of times). Every time a loop is iterated a new 
instance of the activity is created. Fig. 4.3 shows an example of each loop type. 
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BAAA

 
Standard Multi-Instance External 

 

Fig. 4.3. Loop examples  

Management of external loops does not require new constraints but the addition of 
a temporal condition in all constraints stating a condition like “an instance of type B 
must be eventually created if an instance of type A is completed”. The new temporal 
condition on those constraints ensures that the B instance is created after the A in-
stance is completed (earlier B instances may exists due to previous loop iterations). 

Standard loops may be regarded as an alternative representation for conditional 
sequence flows having the same activity as a source and destination. Therefore, the 
constraints needed to handle standard loop activities are similar to those required for 
conditional sequence flows. We need a constraint checking that the previous loop 
instance has finished and another one stating that the loop condition is still true when 
starting the new iteration (again, this is a creation-time constraint). The loop condition 
is taken from the properties of the activity as defined in the workflow model. More-
over, we need also to check that the activity/ies at the end of the outcoming flows of 
the loop activity are not started until the loop condition becomes false. To prevent this 
wrong behavior we should treat all outgoing flows from the loop activity as condi-
tional flows with the condition ‘not loopCondition’. Then, constraints generated to 
control the conditional flow will prevent next activity/ies to start until the condition 
‘not loopCondition’ becomes true. 

Multi-instance loop activities are repeated a fixed number of times, as defined by 
the loop condition, which now is evaluated only once during the execution of the case 
and returns a natural value instead of a boolean value. At the end of the case, the 
number of instances of the multi-instance activity must be an exact multiple of this 
value. Assuming that the multi-instance activity is called A, the OCL formalization of 
this constraint would be: 

context Case inv: (activity->select(a|a.oclIsTypeOf(A))->size() mod loopCondition)=0 

For multi-instance loops the different instances may be created sequentially or in 
parallel. Besides, we can define when the workflow shall continue. It can be either 
after each single activity instance is executed (as in a normal sequence flow), after all 
iterations have been completed (similar to the AND-merge gateways), or as soon as a 
single iteration is completed (similar to the basic OR-merge gateway).  

4.6   Applying the Translation Patterns 

As an example, Table 4.3 summarizes the process constraints resulting from applying 
the translation over the workflow schema of Fig. 2.1.   

For sake of brevity, we do not include here the complete set of constraints, but we 
exemplify in Table 4.4 the full definition of the constraints involved in the Provide 
Quotation activity (the rest of the specifications can be found in the extended version 
of the paper at [3]). The Provide Quotation activity involves a set of constraints due 
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to the sequence constraint with Ask Quotation activity and a set due to the subsequent 
XOR split.   

Table 4.3. Process constraints for the workflow running example 

Activity Constraints 
Ask 

Quotation 
- When the activity instance comes after a Provide Quotation, the latter must 

have been completed (a single new ask quotation activity can be generated). 
Otherwise, it must have been created in response to the occurrence of a start 
event (due to the implicit XOR merge gateway corresponding to the two in-
coming arrows).  

Provide 
Quotation 

- A quotation cannot be provided until the Ask Quotation activity has finished. 
Moreover, if an instance of Ask Quotation is completed, a single Provide 
Quotation instance must eventually be created 

- After providing a quotation we can either ask for a new quotation or submit 
an order, but not both.  At least one of them must be executed. 

Submit 
Order 

- The previous Provide Quotation activity must be completed. Besides, only a 
single Submit Order instance must be created for the same Provided Quota-
tion instance 

- After submitting an order, both the Choose Shipment and the Process Or-
derLine activities must be executed 

Choose 
Shipment 

- The preceding Submit Order activity instance must be completed. Besides, a 
single Choose Shipment activity must be executed for each Submit Order  
activity instance 

Process 
OrderLine 

- The preceding Submit Order activity  must be completed  
- The system must exactly execute as many Process OrderLine activity in-

stances as the number of order (quotation) lines for the related order 
Ship 

Order 
- The order cannot be shipped until the shipment has been chosen and all 

order lines have been processed. Then, a Ship Order activity instance must 
be executed before ending the case 

Pay 
Order 

- An order cannot be paid until it has been shipped. A single pay order activ-
ity shall be created in response to each order shipment 

 

5   Code-Generation of the Workflow-Extended Domain Model 

A workflow-extended domain model is a completely standard domain model. No new 
modeling primitives have been created to express the extension of the original model 
with the required workflow information. Therefore, any method or tool able to pro-
vide an automatic implementation of the initial domain model can also cope with the 
automatic generation of our workflow-extended model in any final technology plat-
form using general-purpose MDD techniques and frameworks. 

For instance, activity classes (as AskQuotation or ProvideQuotation) could be  
implemented as database tables or Java classes while process constraints could be 
implemented as triggers and method preconditions respectively. Note that a transla-
tion from OCL into SQL or Java is already provided by several tools (e.g., [10], [16]), 
covering also efficient implementation of OCL constraints [7]. 
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Table 4.4. Constraint definitions for the Provide Quotation activity 

The preceding activity must be of type Ask Quotation and must be completed 
context ProvideQuotation inv: previous->size()=1 and previous->exists(a| 
a.oclIsTypeOf(AskQuotation) and a.status=‘completed’) 
No two instances may be related with the same Ask Quotation instance 
context ProvideQuotation inv: ProvideQuotation.allInstances()-> is-
Unique(previous) 
A Provide Quotation instance must exist for each completed Ask Quotation 

Constraints 
due to the 
sequence 
with Ask 
Quotation  

context Case inv: status=‘completed’ implies activity-> select(a| a.oclIsTypeOf( 
AskQuotation) and a.status=‘completed’)->forAll(a|a.next-
>exists(b|b.oclIsTypeOf( ProvideQuotation)  and a.end<=b.start) and a.next-
>size()=1) 
The next activity must be either another Ask Quotation instance or a Submit 
Order instance, but not both 
context ProvideQuotation inv: next->select (a|  a.oclIsTypeOf(AskQuotation) or 
a.oclIsTypeOf(ProvideQuotation))->size()<=1  
If the Provide Quotation instance is completed, an Ask Quotation or a Submit 
Order must be created before ending the case.  

context Case inv: status=‘completed’ implies activity->select(a|a.oclIsTypeOf( 
ProvideQuotation) and a.status=‘completed’)-> forAll (a| a.next-> exists(b|  
b.oclIsTypeOf(AskQuotation) or b.oclIsTypeOf(SubmitOrder))) 
Only Ask Quotation activity instances or Submit Order instances may follow a 
Provide Quotation instance 

Constraints 
due to the 
XOR split 

context ProvideQuotation inv: next->forAll(b| b.oclIsTypeOf(AskQuotation) or 
b.oclIsTypeOf(SubmitOrder) 

6   Related Work 

Research on business process in software engineering has mainly addressed the cor-
rectness of the design of the workflow model (see [12] as an example) or its direct 
implementation in specific final technology platforms (see [2] for an implementation 
over a relational database and [5] for an implementation using web technologies). 
Integration of workflows and MDD approaches has only been explored from a gen-
eral framework perspective [14]. 

As far as we know, ours is the first proposal where both workflow information and 
process constraints are automatically derived from a workflow model and integrated 
within a platform-independent domain model. As we have seen in the previous sec-
tion, this integration permits to generate workflow applications in any final technol-
ogy without requiring to develop an specific treatment for the workflow model. 

Moreover, ours is also the first translation of a workflow model into a set of OCL 
declarative constraints. Such a translation is necessary regardless how these con-
straints are to be enforced in the final workflow implementation.  

Very few examples of translations to other declarative languages exist (e.g., see [4] 
for a translation to LTL temporal logics). In literature, workflow metadata and OCL 
constraints have only been used in [11] to manually specify workflow access control 
constraints and derive authorization rules, in [1] to express constraints with respect to the 
distribution of work to teams, in ArgoUWE [17] to check for well-formedness in the 
design of process models, in [22] to manually specify business models with UML and in 
[18] to specify the contracts for the transformation of activity diagrams into BPEL4WS.  
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7   Conclusions 

In this paper we presented an automatic approach to integrate the semantics of busi-
ness process specifications within domain models.  

Once the designer has specified both the workflow and the domain models sepa-
rately, we build an integrated workflow-extended domain model by means of adding 
to the domain model (i) the definition of a set of new entity and relationship types for 
workflow status tracking and (ii) the rules for generating the integrity constraints on 
such types, needed for enforcing the business process specification.  

The integration of both the domain and the workflow aspects in a single extended 
domain model permits a homogeneous treatment of the workflow-based application.  
For instance, we can apply the usual model-driven development methods over our 
extended model to generate its automatic implementation in any technology platform. 

To make the proposed approach viable, we have developed a visual editor proto-
type that allows to design BPMN diagrams (see the tool of Fig. 2.1) and to automati-
cally generate the corresponding workflow subschema (Fig. 3.1) and its process  
constraints, according to the guidelines presented in this paper. In particular, given the 
XML representation of the workflow model and the XMI representation of the initial 
domain model (in particular the XMI version used by MagicDraw), our tool generates 
a new XMI file containing the workflow-extended model and the process constraints.   

Future work will include the extension of our translation patterns to directly cover 
the full expressivity of the BPMN notation and the study and comparison of different 
implementation options for the workflow-extended models depending on application-
specific requirements. Also, we would like to explore the possibility of using our 
extended model as a bridge to facilitate reverse-engineering of existing applications 
into their original workflow models and to ease keeping them aligned. Finally, we 
plan to develop a method that, from the generated process constraints, is able to com-
pute the list of activities that can be enacted by a user in a given case (i.e. those activi-
ties that can be created without violating any of the workflow constraints according to 
the case state at that specific time. 
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